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VIBE ACTIVITIES

READ A deadly career and better health for our mob on page 15

Activity 1
Building reading
skills

•
•
•
•

skimming and scanning for information.
reading headings, text boxes and pictures.
reading for meaning.
making connections between the text and your world.
There are three levels of comprehension questions:
Literal		

The answer is located in one sentence in the text.

Inferred		
				

You need to make links between sentences and graphics
(such as illustrations, maps and tables) and what you already know.

Applied		
				

The answer is in your background knowledge and
what you already know or feel.

1 		What was Chris Webster’s inspiration to become a physiotherapist?

										

(inferred)
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2 		What are some of the aims of the Health Heroes program?

		

(inferred)

Write
your answer
on the lines.

3 		What support has Chris received along the way?

(inferred)

4 		What advantages does Amelia Cahill suggest about working in a 			

		small community? 						(inferred)

Shade
one bubble.

		you can build strong relationships with people
		everyone knows you, so they’re very friendly
		you can be part of a team
		all of the above

5 		What is the relationship between the photos and the main text?

(inferred)

Write
your answer
on the lines.
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6 		What is the overall purpose for writing this text?

(applied)

Write
your answer
on the lines.

Activity 2
Language Conventions – spelling

1 		The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been underlined.

		Write the correct spelling for each word in the box.

Write
your answer
in the box.

He has recieved a lot of help along the way.
Chris Webber enjoys the feild of Indigenous health.
The program is aimed at improveing Indigenous health.
You can look up the campain’s website.

2 		Each sentence has one word that is incorrect.

		Write the correct spelling of the word in the box.
It is important to maintane your health.
They are gaining important experiense.
She was encurraged to take up nursing.
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Activity 3
Language Conventions – grammar

1 		Which word correctly completes this sentence?
		If you know someone who is _____________ in joining the program,
head to www.australia.gov.au/healthheroes .

Shade
one bubble.

			interests
		interestedly
		interested
			interesting

2 		These words are all written in the past tense, put in the correct word to 		

		change them into the present tense.

past tense

present tense

studied

study

thought
changed
grew
educated
received
rewarded
visited
worked
Y E A R
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Activity 4
Language Conventions – punctuation

1 		Write these sentences correctly, adding the missing punctuation.

Write
your answer
on the lines.

he says the support he received along the way has really helped him to get where he
is today my family and friends can see that i can make a difference to peoples lives
says chris webster
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